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Bellerbys College is more than a school – it’s an experience
that prepares students for university and the global workplace

B

ellerbys College is
passionate about
offering a rewarding
education that not
only encourages the
best results but also
brings subjects to life
through enrichment. Going beyond
extra-curricular activities, students enjoy
timetabled workshops, meet top employers
and enter national competitions.
Bellerbys Cambridge, Oxford, London
and Brighton are four distinct colleges –
each home to students from the UK and
all over the world. Bellerbys Brighton is a
modern boarding school for 13- to
18-year-olds and prides itself on taking a
different approach to teaching. Bellerbys’
specialist colleges are found in Cambridge,
Oxford and London and offer a chance to
explore quality eduction in specialist
fields, alongside like-minded students
from more than 70 countries.
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Principal Simon
Mower explains how
an inspiring,
supportive and caring
environment leads to
excellent results.
From my experience, living and studying
alongside young people from across the
globe helps students develop their cultural
intelligence. Being an international
boarding school, we see this benefit at
Bellerbys Brighton every day and the
excellent results that follow.
At the age of 13 and 14, it’s difficult for
students to decide what GCSE subjects
they want to study. That’s where our GCSE
programme is different: by teaching each
subject as a mini project in Year Nine, we
are able to ensure our students really get a
feel for their subjects. We then guide them
towards the best combination depending
on their desired field of study at university.
Each of our GCSE and A-level subjects
are linked to unique enrichment activities
that inspire students both in and outside
the classroom. We believe that supporting
academic learning through exciting new
experiences is one of the greatest benefits a
British boarding school education can offer.
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Our college for science
and engineering is the
answer to the STEM
skills shortage,
writes principal
Nicholas Waite.
Technology is an essential part of our
everyday lives and a major contributor to
the economy, so nurturing a Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM) education is vital. What is more,
those in the field are in high demand
among prospective employers.
Bellerbys College Cambridge teaches the
engineers, doctors and scientists of the
future. And as a specialist college for
science and engineering, we provide
excellent facilities and laboratories, highly
experienced teachers and strong links with
leading universities. I’ve seen for myself
that students thrive when they can focus
their efforts into courses that are tailored
to their strengths and interests. So a
specialist college, home to like-minded
students, and all with the same drive and
ambition is the ideal place to develop. The
College also offers a balanced structure of
enriched education and an active social life
set within the cultural hub of Cambridge.
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My son joined Bellerbys’ GCSE Programme in
September. This enabled him to be challenged
academically in his chosen subjects and guided
by very experienced and dedicated teachers
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A specialist college for
art, humanities and
law, situated in one of
the cultural capitals
of the UK, is the best
way to stand out
writes principal, Charles Runacres.
Creative and ambitious students are drawn
to Bellerbys Oxford. Specialising in art,
humanities and law, we are privileged to
nurture such enthusiasm, debate and
innovation in our college.
We know that it can be difficult to
understand how academic skills relate to
the working world, so we believe tailored
enrichment programmes and expert
teachers are the key to sparking and
encouraging young imaginations.
Imagine working with professionals in
media, law, art and design, plus hearing
from visiting university lecturers and
members of parliament.
By immersing students in their subject
through real-life projects, they not only
become specialists, but also develop key
soft skills – just the areas that make their
student university applications through
UCAS stand out and be noticed.
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Principal Alison
Baines says there is no
better location for a
specialist college for
business than at the
heart of one of the
world’s financial capitals.
Even as a young as 15 and 16, your
children are thinking about what subjects
they enjoy and the careers they relate to.
Students choose Bellerbys London because
it is a specialist business school, one that is
located at the heart of the world’s greatest
business capitals: London.
Our A level and foundation subjects
include enrichment activities that directly
complement our courses. It’s opportunities
such as learning how the Bank of England
sets interest rates, hearing speakers from
HM Treasury and entering national
business competitions that make our
college exciting and different.
It’s about more than just top qualifications
and the best teaching, it’s about letting
students take charge of their careers and
progress to the top UK universities.
For more information visit:
uk.bellerbys.com

81.2% of Bellerbys College students
achieved an excellent A*-B in 2015
compared to the national average of 52.8%

Jacinta Mandal, parent
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